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============ Jyotish Junior is
designed to be a standalone program
for the practicing Jyotishi, but also
for those who simply want to get

started with Jyotish using a system
and software which is tailored

specifically for that purpose. By using
this software, you will be able to get

started in the world of Jyotish by
creating, maintaining and interpreting
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your own chart. Using a "tour-guide"
style interface, the software's intuitive

and easy-to-use features will allow
you to easily perform common

Jyotish calculations such as planets'
transits, sign and house rulerships, as

well as calculations involving the
constellations. Also, Jyotish Junior

includes the Astrolator, which is used
to set up, modify, and interpret your

charts. Jyotish Junior has the
following features: =============

================= - Supports
both the South Indian and the North
Indian horoscope styles - Lists the
influence of all the planets in your
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chart - Lists the constellations that are
governing your chart - You can set up
any of the 12 Nakshatras - You can

set up a house system - You can
create, view, modify and interpret a

chart - You can find out all the dasha
and mandala periods of the planets -

You can determine the planets
rulerships for your chart - You can

view the 3 House description and the
7 Ratna (Lucky) Trikona - You can
determine the planetary sources of

influence - You can view an extensive
list of planetary transits - You can

display a list of planetary events and
contacts - You can determine the
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planetary periods that rule your chart
- You can view the Moon and the

Sun's lunar cycles - You can print and
export any charts - You can view and

print the Gyan Chitras - You can
choose the chart layout and color -

You can view your chart on any
latitude and longitude - You can

define the preferred side of the chart
- You can view other users' charts and
their settings - You can change your
chart's location and orientation - You
can switch between English and Hindi

texts - You can set up a chart to be
generated for an input date and time -
You can view your system's approach
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- You can view planetary and zodiacal
tables - You can see the Sun's and
Moon's luminosity and visibility

charts - You can calculate the

Jyotish Junior Crack+ Free Download

* The primary yantra style (northern
hemisphere) charts are formatted by
default to display the planets in boxes
instead of circles * Planetary position
time scales are displayed within the

yantra charts, allowing you to quickly
determine the transit times of each
planet * Dasha cycles are displayed

for each sign * The basic
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interpretation of the 8 yantras is
displayed * The Planetary Periods of
each sign are displayed in the table *

Astrological qualities, the native
element of each sign, the dasha cycle
and the planetary period of the planet,

are displayed in the table *
Information about the positions of

your planets at a particular time * The
horoscope is generated for free, and
you can check the accuracy of the

results by printing the chart *
Location is supported for all

horoscope charts generated by Junior
Jyotish (north and south style) *

Numerology generation for each sign
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is supported * Each sign has a 3-D
view of the chart * Summary of the

planets in your chart is supported * At-
a-glance list of the calculations made

by Junior Jyotish is provided * All
information is saved in a single file

that can be used in the future without
the need for internet connection *

Coded under LGPL v3 license, can be
used freely * Also available for
Windows and Mac Keywords:
Version 1.0 Beta Version 1.1.0

(1.1.0) Well-maintained, with a pretty
neat interface and loads of functions.
At first, it's going to be pretty useless,
but after you understand it a bit you'll
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find out it's very beneficial. It doesn't
have the bells and whistles of new

astrology software, but all of it works
well and gets the job done. Keywords:

Version 2.0 RC2 (2.0.0.0) An
excellent piece of software that does

everything you'd expect from an
astrology software. It's very user
friendly and intuitive. Keywords:

Version 2.0 RC2 (2.0.0.0) An
excellent piece of software that does

everything you'd expect from an
astrology software. It's very user
friendly and intuitive. Keywords:

Version 2.1 RC1 (2.1.0.0)
Improvements in a few areas: correct
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calculations for child ( 77a5ca646e
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What's New In Jyotish Junior?

- System’s Approach astrological
chart generation - Dasha
identification, cartographic support,
planetary periods, divisional charts,
chart style - Ephemeris generation -
Horoscope charts and tables
generation - Different chart styles -
Charts export to plain text or CSV
format or printing - Display of the
American standard astrological charts
- Planetary rulership - Planetary
transits and influence - Textual
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support - Options for reading texts
Junior Jyotish is the highly intuitive
and easy-to-use software for
astrologers of all levels. It provides
the following features: - Horoscope
chart and table generation - Powerfull
information about your zodiacal
signs, dashas and planetary rulerships
- Ephemeris generation - Horoscopes
based on either a birth time, a natal
hour or date and place - Relationship
charts - Simple and intuitive user
interface - Customized interface for
working with day, month, year or the
zodiacal sign - Charts export to plain
text or CSV format or printing -
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Dasha identification - Planetary
transits and influence - Different
chart styles - C/C++ interface Align.
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System Requirements For Jyotish Junior:

Minimum Requirements: OS:
Windows 7/8/8.1/10 Processor: Intel
Core i3 2.0GHz or faster, AMD
equivalent Memory: 2 GB RAM
Graphics: Intel HD 3000 or better
DirectX: Version 9.0c Network:
Broadband Internet connection
Storage: 3 GB available space
Additional Notes: Windows
7/8/8.1/10 requires 64-bit processors.
How to Install: For Installation
instructions, please follow the
standard installation process as
presented
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